Interchangeable Core Systems Training

Class Description:

This one-day class is intended to familiarize the attendee with managing, servicing and maintaining BEST Interchangeable Core Masterkey Systems.

The training session will include a mixture of hands-on experiences and lecture.

Subjects to be covered include:

- Overview of BEST Interchangeable Core Product Types
- BEST A2, A3 and A4 Key Systems Fundamentals & Specifications
- BEST Key Systems Hierarchies
- BEST Pin Stack Calculations
- Cutting BEST Keys & the BEST AD433 Key Combinator (new-style key cutter)
- Maintaining the BEST AD433 Key Combinator
- BEST Interchangeable Core Combinating
- Troubleshooting Keys and Cores
- Tour of the STANLEY Security Manufacturing Facility

Who Should Attend: Anyone responsible for managing, servicing and maintaining BEST Interchangeable Core Masterkey Systems.

Cost: No Charge

Location: STANLEY Security
6161 E. 75th Street
Indianapolis, IN 46250

Time: 8:00 AM - 4:00PM (Eastern) (Lunch and beverages will be provided)

Class Attire: Clothing appropriate for a casual, business environment (clean jeans are welcome). No open-toe shoes or high heels.

This class offering is part of a suite of one-day training classes that includes:

- PRECISION Exit Device Installation & Service/STANLEY Door Closer Installation & Service
- BEST Cylindrical & Mortise Locks Installation & Service
- BEST Interchangeable Core/Key Systems Training
- Keystone 600 Key & Core Tracking Software Administration

Classes are offered, and may be taken in succession. For class dates and details, please email StanleySecurityLearning@sbdinc.com